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NOTE (Ed., March 2014): Continuation of "The Control and Dynamics of Hard Sphere Colloidal
Dispersions--NNX08AK04G", grant # NNX08AK04G with the same Principal Investigator.
Colloid science is entering a new era. Over the past 15 years, our NASA-sponsored research has mainly dealt with
monodisperse suspensions of colloidal particles interacting via well-known forces. Using spherical particles and
observations with light scattering and microscopy, we have gained a great deal of fundamental knowledge about
different phases of matter and the dynamics and thermodynamics of their formation. In particular, our experimental
results in microgravity have led to a basic understanding of why crystals and glasses form and their properties.
During the past decade, we have made great strides in synthesizing new classes of particles with different shapes and
specific, reversible or irreversible, variable range interactions. We have also found new ways to manipulate the particles
with flow, electric and magnetic fields, and light. We are therefore positioned at the threshold of a new technology,
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with flow, electric and magnetic fields, and light. We are therefore positioned at the threshold of a new technology,
assembling equilibrium and non-equilibrium macroscopic structures with function and activity from well designed
particles on the nano to micron scale.
Of course, there are still fundamental scientific questions which we can and will address including a host of new ordered
phases, frozen configurations, frustration and glasses and the process of self-organization itself. In particular, we plan to
use the microscopy and light scattering instruments, in collaboration with our European colleagues, to study particles
that we prepare through emulsion and dispersion polymerization. Physical lithographic techniques will also be
employed, and the particles will be modified chemically for controllable interactions. We plan to use different phoretic
techniques– electro-, dielectro-, and thermo-phoresis– to control the particles density and orientation. These will also
serve as the driving forces to establish the rheological properties of these new systems.

Rationale for HRP Directed Research:

Research Impact/Earth Benefits:

Characterization of crystal formation in the microgravity environment of the ISS (International Space Station) can lead
to a greater understanding of how gravity affects many kinds of colloidal materials, including monodisperse ellipsoids
and cubes, colloidal clusters of silica or polymer microspheres, DNA-functionalized colloidal spheres, and
'lock-and-key' colloids. By performing these experiments in reduced gravity, we intend to accomplish the desired
characterization without gravitationally-induced inhomogeneities that affect both the dynamics and equilibrium state on
Earth. Understanding these complex materials should enable new ways of forming ordered phases, such as those sought
for photonic devices to be used in optical communication systems. With the ability to make particles of different shapes,
i.e., non spherical, we also have the possibility of having directionally dependent particle interactions. For example, we
could take tetrahedral clusters of particles and attach DNA to them. The complementary single-stranded DNA 'sticky
ends' can associate/dissociate via thermal activation. This arrangement could lead to tetrahedral bonding as found in
diamond or in amorphous glass structures. Another approach utilizes depletion interactions. Since we can
lithographically prepare particles of any shape we design in two dimensions and many shapes in three dimensions, we
can fabricate lock-and-key colloids which only bind to their complementary shape. In this case, the binding is also
directional since the congruent surfaces must match. We can also make such lock-and-key particles through emulsion
chemistry. Our goal is to produce some simple processes with such ‘designer particles’ and interactions, to lay the
foundations for self-assembly and perhaps self-replication of this new class of materials.

Task Progress:

New project for FY2013.
NOTE (Ed., March 2014): Continuation of "The Control and Dynamics of Hard Sphere Colloidal
Dispersions--NNX08AK04G", grant # NNX08AK04G with the same Principal Investigator.
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